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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Angela Pashia and Jessica Critten

WE BOTH BEGAN WORKING as faculty librarians at the Univer-
sity of West Georgia in September 2011. Librarians here had established 
a two-credit hour, semester-long information literacy course (LIBR 1101: 
Academic Research in the Library) long before we arrived, along with an 
expectation that each teacher has autonomy in deciding how and what to 
teach, as long as each centers the course around the officially established 
learning outcomes. We each taught our first section of the course begin-
ning in the spring 2012 semester.

When we started teaching LIBR 1101, we had hours of conversations 
about in what order we should discuss the “research process” in our class. 
Do we start with the databases and then move on to discerning the differ-
ences between scholarly and popular materials or the other way around? 
Should we start with types of information sources more generally? Intro-
duce primary and secondary sources before we talk about scholarly sources? 
The process for developing our courses was focused more on how we could 
find a logic in an existing, “traditional” information literacy curriculum.

At that time, LIBR 1101’s learning outcomes promised that our stu-
dents would be able to “effectively and efficiently access, evaluate, select 
and use needed information” and “identify functional areas of a library 
(physical and virtual) and demonstrate their relationship to the research 
process.” We understood the relationship between academic research and 
the library to be outwardly focused on the information “source”: mechan-
ics to search for and find the source, types of sources, and how to evaluate 
sources (often using a checklist).

Even now we recognize the situational value of these abilities, but at 
that time, each semester we taught the class we found ourselves (and our 
students) unmoved by what felt like a series of stale worksheets and lack-
luster conversations. Could there be more to the research process than 
finding and using a “source”?
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Many librarians in our Instructional Services department (which was 
largely responsible for teaching approximately eight sections of the course 
per semester) began to find themselves drawn to the critical information 
literacy described in the work of James Elmborg1 and Cushla Kaptizke2 
(among others). This body of work expanded our understanding of teach-
ing about the information source by examining the political, social, and cul-
tural dimensions in which information is created and analyzed. Through 
this move toward thinking about information and information literacy 
more critically, we also began to find a way to reconcile our disciplinary 
“homes” (for Critten this is cultural studies, for Pashia this is anthropolo-
gy) and our current work as instructional librarians.

When we purposefully moved to adopt a critical framing, our profes-
sional practice and outlook fractured and changed. We began to be more 
reflective about our work, not just in the individual course sessions we 
taught but our information literacy program as a whole (in other words, 
what we taught and when we taught one-shots). We focused more on con-
cepts and structures in our teaching instead of database demonstrations 
and search mechanics. Most importantly for the purpose and genesis of 
this book, we completely revised our approach to teaching LIBR 1101.

In the years that followed, we reconceived of our courses to be more 
“critical” in a number of different ways: Critten co-taught an honors sec-
tion of the course that focused on rhetoric and news literacy to analyze 
how language is used to persuade and mislead. She also taught a course 
focused on critical media literacy, examining rhetoric, ideology, hegemo-
ny, and representation as sites of reflection, oppression, and resistance. 
Pashia’s courses focused heavily on examining institutional racism and 
protest movements.

Eventually, our department realized that we needed to adjust the ti-
tle, outcomes, and level of the course to better reflect our more critical, 
conceptual approach, and so LIBR 1101 became LIBR 2100, Information 
Literacy and Research.

The idea for this book came after years of teaching and reworking the 
curriculum for LIBR 1101 and LIBR 2100. Library instruction and our 
conception of “information literacy” has evolved quite a bit with the grow-
ing ubiquity of critical librarianship, and there has been quite a bit written 
about ways to make our practice more critical. However, much of this work 
focuses on one-shot and embedded instruction, leaving us to look to other 
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fields for literature on pedagogy for semester-long courses. Our hope is 
that this book will contribute to critical librarianship by focusing on an 
area (credit-bearing courses) that has not quite benefited as much from the 
literature.

A “Critical” Approach to a Credit-Bearing 
Course
What does it mean to have a “critical” approach? It is a question that is easy 
to take for granted as the term “critical” gets amended to library practice 
and thought with more frequency. We have found a wide range of per-
spectives on this term, with many texts offering ideas on how one could 
move toward a more critical approach and relatively few articulations of 
where the line is between active learning and critical pedagogy. Therefore, 
we think it is worthwhile to step back and establish our understanding of 
this ubiquitous but vital term.

We argue that critical work should manifest in library instruction in 
two ways: critical pedagogy which examines how we teach and critical in-
formation literacy, which generally examines what we teach. Critical ped-
agogy and critical information literacy intersect and build on one another 
in the library classroom toward a shared goal, which Accardi, Drabinski, 
and Kumbier describe in the introduction to Critical Library Instruction: 
Theories and Methods as “…praxis that promotes critical engagement with 
information sources, considers students collaborators in knowledge pro-
duction practices (and creators in their own right), recognizes the affective 
dimensions of research, and (in some cases) has liberatory aims.”3 In this 
book, we understand critical work to start from a fundamental place of 
critique. We aim to be thoughtfully critical of the assumptions, structures, 
and rhetoric that shape and reify what we do and how we do it. This means 
going beyond just transforming a lesson into a more active, engaging ver-
sion of the same material to actively questioning the reasoning behind the 
lesson or why things currently function as they do.

Critical pedagogy is most often explored in library instruction by way 
of Paulo Freire4 and bell hooks. As many authors in this book note, Freire 
famously cautioned instructors against the banking method of education 
that situates students as empty vessels to fill with the instructors’ knowl-
edge. Learning in this banking paradigm is about collecting facts like a 
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bank collects money. Freire advocates that instead, learning should be a 
dialogic process between student and teacher that works toward the devel-
opment of a critical consciousness.

Inspired by Freire’s work, hooks advocates for an “engaged pedagogy” 
in which both student and teacher are “active [participants], not passive 
consumers.”5 hooks’ engaged pedagogy, which Dineen and McCartin aim 
to manifest in the work detailed in their chapter, is a holistic approach that 
values and foregrounds personal experience and emotion. Students are not 
empty vessels; they bring a lifetime of rich experience into the classroom. 
For that matter, neither are teachers emotionless automatons who perform 
neutrality and make no effort to see their students’ humanity.

Elmborg, Kapitzke, and Downey6 (among many others) have drawn 
on the work of critical pedagogues, critical theorists, and linguists (among 
many others) to continue to develop an understanding of what critical in-
formation literacy (CIL) is and what it means both practically and concep-
tually for librarians. Tewell writes that “critical information literacy con-
siders in what ways librarians may encourage students to engage with and 
act upon the power structures underpinning information’s production and 
dissemination.”7 As such, library educators can understand Freire’s figura-
tion of a “critical consciousness” as the ultimate goal of critical information 
literacy: with a critical consciousness, students are empowered to not only 
see oppressive structures that were made invisible by [cultural hegemony] 
but to actively work toward change and resistance. Freire characterizes this 
action as praxis, or moving theory (or thought) into action (or practice). 
In other words, thoughtfully bringing together critical/engaged pedagogy 
(structuring the class to foreground student lived experience) and critical 
information literacy (examining the structures of information production 
and consumption and the political implications of those structures) is at 
the heart of a fully critical approach.

Affordances and Drawbacks of Teaching a 
Credit-Bearing Course
Teaching information literacy in the credit-bearing course format involves 
both benefits and challenges; for one, there is a wide range of shapes this 
format can take. The chapters in this book describe courses offered for any-
where from one to three credit hours. The courses may meet once a week 
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for an eight-week session or may meet multiple times per week for a full 
semester. Class meetings vary in length. Courses may be required for all 
students, may be one of several options to meet a general education re-
quirement, or may only be an elective that counts toward the total credit 
hours required for a degree. They may primarily target first-year students, 
be offered as upper-level seminars, or include students from all levels of 
progression toward their degree. These factors all influence the expecta-
tions and experience level students bring to the course. Yet they all share 
certain features relative to other teaching formats librarians practice.

One of the most significant benefits is time: time to reinforce and clar-
ify lessons, time to encourage greater reflection and metacognition, time 
to build relationships with students, and time to incorporate more aspects 
of critical pedagogy. In terms of course content, more time means we can 
introduce more topics and spend more time connecting the dots between 
lessons. Some of the chapters discuss planning the semester around several 
of the concepts outlined in the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy 
for Higher Education providing a broader view of information literacy than 
students may pick up from other teaching contexts.8 Even in a setting with 
a well-established program of course-integrated and scaffolded informa-
tion literacy lessons in a majority of required courses, we may not have the 
luxury of time to focus on the interconnections between those lessons and 
address they ways they transfer to other contexts. When teaching our own 
courses, we have the authority to set the pace of instruction and incorpo-
rate time to reflect on the way these concepts connect and are transferable 
beyond the classroom.

Time to cover more content does not necessarily mean we have to 
cover all the things, though. While some may attempt to address each of 
the ACRL Frames in an eight-week course, others may center their course 
around a theme and delve deeply into the information literacy concepts 
related to that theme, without any reference to the Framework or informa-
tion literacy topics that are not directly related to the theme. Critten has 
described lessons focusing on ideology, introducing students to Althusser’s 
work, which takes the evaluation of sources to a level that librarians rarely 
get the opportunity to discuss with undergraduate students.9 Pashia has 
borrowed this idea and run with it, incorporating discussions of ideology 
and cognitive biases into a larger course theme of interrogating the racial 
and gender biases that are endemic in academia, the college curriculum, 
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publishing, and the tools we use to find and organize sources.10 In both of 
our courses, we make room to not only cover content but to also emphasize 
metacognition and reflection.

This format also provides room to experiment with pedagogical ap-
proaches. Knowing that we will see the same students again in the next 
class period can make it feel easier to try something that may flop; if it goes 
poorly and students do not understand the lesson, the schedule can be ad-
justed to allow for clarification and corrections in the next class meeting, 
before moving on to the next topic. In our experience, as librarians who 
teach in both the credit-bearing and course-integrated contexts, this room 
to experiment in our own courses has enriched our teaching in the one- or 
two-shot format, as we incorporate things that have worked well in the 
credit-bearing course.

In many cases, the credit-bearing course also provides a degree of au-
tonomy in the classroom that we may not experience in other teaching 
formats. There are some programs in which instructors are required to 
follow a standardized curriculum, but in many cases, those teaching cred-
it-bearing information courses have more freedom to decide what and how 
to teach. In some cases, there may be a standard set of required learning 
outcomes that allows room for interpretation. For example, at the Univer-
sity of West Georgia, one of our course learning outcomes is, “Analyze the 
political, cultural, and social dimensions of information.” This can be inter-
preted to encompass systemic biases in academia and publishing, privacy 
issues in digital media, news literacy, copyright and open access issues, and 
many other topics. Each librarian adapts this learning outcome to their 
own interests. Even those settings with a relatively standardized curric-
ulum may offer more autonomy than many other teaching formats offer. 
For example, Anthony et al. describe the process of working together to 
reconfigure the course design for their university. Other chapters describe 
co-teaching arrangements in settings where there is not an established in-
formation literacy course with a standard course number, much less course 
learning outcomes or standardized content, but in which the librarian acts 
as an equal in planning and teaching a course that heavily incorporates 
information literacy.

Perhaps most important, having time to get to know a set of students 
and build rapport can create a richer experience, no matter what informa-
tion literacy-related content is included in the course. Relationships are 
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central to fully implementing critical approaches to information literacy. 
The power dynamics of many classrooms make it risky for students to voice 
opinions or really open up in a class discussion. In any classroom, especial-
ly early in the term when the students have not yet gotten a sense of what to 
expect, every time we ask a student to speak up in class, we are asking them 
to take the risk of being told they are wrong—or not quite right, at least. 
When we push beyond the basics, though, to interrogate the ideologies and 
assumptions they may take for granted, or simply share examples of times 
they have had difficulty finding the information they really needed or oth-
erwise struggled with the research process, we are asking them to take a 
much bigger risk. Incorporating topics like systemic oppression can lead 
to a much richer understanding of many information literacy concepts, 
but this adds another layer of risk, as students, especially students whose 
identity aligns with the systemic bias under discussion, may fear negative 
reactions from the instructor of record or from other students. Having 
time to build and manage relationships and classroom dynamics, to create 
a safe space to explore these challenging dimensions of information, allows 
for much deeper critical work. Baer details one approach to establishing 
shared ground rules for class discussions and managing relationships while 
discussing potentially contentious topics.

Of course, time can be a double-edged sword. One of the potential 
challenges of teaching information literacy in the credit-bearing format 
is simply the time it takes to do well. While librarians teaching course-in-
tegrated lessons spend time planning the lesson, they show up, teach the 
lesson, may ask students to complete an assessment, and may do some 
analysis of that assessment. Then, they may never see that set of students 
again. Teaching a credit-bearing course involves sustained lesson planning 
and teaching as well as grading and managing relationships with students 
who may be experiencing a range of personal traumas. Grading alone can 
be time-consuming, especially when it involves providing productive feed-
back. In planning a course, we have learned the importance of managing 
our workloads by limiting the amount of grading, either through incorpo-
rating peer evaluation for some practice assignments or through reducing 
the number of homework assignments overall.

Those teaching in other formats need some classroom management 
skills to ensure the lesson goes well, but the credit-bearing course requires 
more. We still have to practice strategies to ensure that one student does not 
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dominate the discussion, to draw out the students who may be reluctant to 
speak, and to limit side conversations. We are also responsible for checking 
in with students who struggle or fail to show up regularly. Office hours can 
become counseling sessions if a student struggles with depression or fam-
ily trauma or incarceration. Building and maintaining these relationships 
can often be overall rewarding experiences, but they take time. This needs 
to be factored into any discussion of the costs and benefits of teaching in 
this format, as librarians who teach credit-bearing courses need to be given 
the flexibility in our workloads to manage student relationships.

Another challenge that is often discussed in relation to credit-bearing 
information literacy courses is how to situate the concepts in a way that 
will encourage transferability. Decontextualized information literacy les-
sons may seem like unimportant hoops to jump through if they are not 
explicitly connected to or embedded in a discipline. Some have argued 
that it may be more effective to incorporate information literacy through 
a discipline, possibly employing a “train the trainers” model, than to try 
to teach information literacy through stand-alone courses. Several chap-
ters address this issue. Burkholder grapples with the difficulty of manu-
facturing a context in courses that are not embedded in a discipline, so 
may include students from any major across the campus. Foasberg and 
Foster both describe ways they have contextualized their lessons, Foasberg 
through an examination of fandoms and fan fiction and Foster through 
writing Wikipedia articles.

We felt the need for this book in particular because teaching in the 
credit-bearing format is different in so many ways from other formats. In 
addition to the differences outlined above, thinking about teaching infor-
mation literacy in a cohesive course is a significant shift from teaching in 
other formats. Even when the lesson is well integrated into the content of 
a disciplinary course, it is just one lesson on information literacy—or two 
or three lessons, when we are lucky. A credit-bearing information literacy 
course should be more cohesive, however, than simply a string of one-shots 
patched together. It is important—though not always intuitive to the li-
brarian switching to a new teaching format—to connect those dots and 
design lessons that explicitly build on one another. We had to look outside 
of the library literature for support related to this element of overarching 
course design and wanted to create a resource pulling together examples of 
course design in information literacy courses.
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Overview of the Book
The chapters are generally organized from broader overviews of the cred-
it-bearing course format to pieces focusing more specifically on sets of 
lessons on particular topics. There are chapters that may be of more use 
to a reader who is starting a project of building (and/or conceiving of) 
a credit-bearing course from scratch. There are chapters that may appeal 
more to a reader who is hoping to make their information literacy course 
more critical. A reader who hopes to find ideas for more critically aligned 
assignments that they might incorporate into their course will find much 
inspiration here. This book also has something for a reader who questions 
the effectiveness of the credit-bearing format altogether.

Chapters 2 through 5 describe case studies of how information liter-
acy courses can respond to preconceptions and unexamined ideologies 
students may bring to the course. The credit-bearing course format pro-
vides time and space to do this work, but managing students’ emotional re-
sponses is a challenge that is more pronounced in this format than in other 
sorts of teaching that librarians engage in. In chapter 2, Wood examines 
student preconceptions about research, cognitive biases, and some of the 
challenges of discussing potentially politically charged topics. In chapter 3, 
Anthony, Miller, and Rapchak examine one of the key affordances of the 
credit-bearing course: making time for critical work. This is situated in the 
context of discussing the considerations that went into the process of rede-
signing the curriculum for their credit-bearing course. Hinnant and Miller 
then explore issues of privilege and positionality in relation to information 
access and privacy in chapter 4. In chapter 5, Baer examines positionality 
and cognitive biases in the context of creating a safe yet structured space 
to discuss politically charged issues of news literacy, including the “post-
truth” claims and “alternative facts” promoted by the Trump administra-
tion.

Reflection is key to a critical approach, and all of the chapters in this 
book address and incorporate some level of reflection in different ways. In 
chapter 6, Dineen and McCartin look back on their journey toward be-
coming critical teachers: how they came to a more critical approach, lesson 
plans and pedagogies they have tried, and how they plan to look forward 
to build on their experiences. Brayton and Casey outline a team-taught 
course bringing together Critical Media Literacy (CML) and Critical Infor-
mation Literacy (CIL). Their chapter reflects on the ways these disciplines 
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complement and enrich one another and may be reconceived into some-
thing new: Critical Media and Information Literacy (CMIL).

With this foundation of broader conceptual issues and reflective prac-
tice, the next few chapters explore issues related to contextualizing stand-
alone credit-bearing information literacy courses. How do we teach these 
concepts in a way that encourages learning transfer by emphasizing con-
nections between our material and students’ major degree programs as 
well as their lives outside of academia? In chapter 8, Larson and Vaughn 
delve into teaching about marginalized knowledge in a graduate-level 
course. They provide rich background on different kinds of marginalized 
knowledge as well as an example of the depth and range with which li-
brarians and disciplinary faculty can explore information literacy concepts 
with advanced students. In contrast, Burkholder reflects on the challeng-
es of creating an engaging context for information literacy concepts when 
teaching a stand-alone course designed for first- or even second-year un-
dergraduate students in chapter 9. In chapter 10, Foasberg then builds on 
the need for context raised by Burkholder, describing an approach to situ-
ating information literacy within a specific community. She draws compar-
isons between communication norms in both academic and non-academic 
(specifically, fandom) communities and how those norms are maintained. 
In another case study, Williams uses the university archives as the contex-
tual foundation for information literacy discussions in a first-year seminar 
course, encouraging students to analyze how and why certain university 
policies came into being. In chapter 12, Pashia focuses on issues of racial 
justice, providing background on a range of ways racial bias shapes what 
information is readily available to budding scholars, and then describing 
some examples of lessons that encourage students to be mindful of what is 
left out of the scholarly narrative and their Google results.

The final chapters discuss individual lessons or sets of lessons situat-
ed within the larger course context. The activities in these chapters may 
be adapted to different teaching formats (including the one-shot) but are 
richer for being a part of a course. For example, Scott and Haggerty note in 
chapter 13 that they were able to explore and challenge ideas about copy-
right/copyleft, as well as larger concepts relating to information produc-
tion and consumption meaningfully throughout a semester. Likewise, Fos-
ter is able to sequence several assignments that utilize (and reflect upon) 
Wikipedia to help students understand the process used to produce entries 
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in the ubiquitous research tool as well as to position students as active con-
tributors to an open, critical project that will continue to have an impact 
after the course is over. In chapter 15, Schlesselman-Tarango describes how 
to actively engage students in her first-year seminar with a “gallery walk” 
that introduces many larger critical concepts that the course returned to 
and built upon throughout the semester.

Editing a book is often an exercise in serendipity. As we worked, we 
found that many chapters ended up building on or responding to ideas 
introduced in other chapters. We were also pleased to find that some au-
thors cited previous works by other chapter authors. When we originally 
conceived of this book, we anticipated separating more theoretical pieces 
from practical case studies. This is ironic, of course, as we both came into 
this work very much believing in the reciprocal and dynamic relationship 
between theory and practice. The authors in this book knew better than 
we as we found that most of the chapters worked from the vantage point of 
praxis, incorporating both theory and practice. Essentially, we argue, this 
is what a book about critical approaches should be and what this book has 
turned out to be: a space where criticality empowers us to be reflective and 
change our practice for the better.
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